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Introduction

It was astonishing to learn that as many as 98,000 Americans die annually in hospitals due to preventable medical errors. This number is expected to increase as many of the medical care occur in ambulatory settings outside hospitals. To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health System by the Institute of Medicine (IOM), had raised sufficient interest to a degree that patient safety is now recognized as a national health care issue. Therefore, a focus should be aimed at reducing medical errors and system failures by collecting and analyzing data to gain sufficient information, and bring attention to what the healthcare system is lacking [1].

Despite the emphasis on patient safety, errors occur. Patients may receive the wrong medication or fall getting out of bed, both causing serious safety events. These events arise as a result of the untimely combination of high-risk actions (human error or lack of compensatory actions), and high-risk conditions (environments or situations that increase the probability for error) [2]. Most of the significant reasons for morbidity and mortality are due to medication errors that are confirmed and stated by the IOM report. They account for around 130 outpatient deaths and about 854 inpatient deaths. In 2007, IOM published another report on medication safety calling for preventing medication errors. This report highlighted the main issue in reducing medication based errors, monitoring and reporting errors, improving patient-physician communication, providing decision-support tools for physicians, and standardizing the labeling of medication.

Culture of safety

A culture of safety is an idealistic environment where all mistakes caused by medical errors do not happen due to the presence of safety-conscious values. Thompson defined the term as “A safety culture exists within an organization [when] each individual employee, regardless of their position, assumes an active role in error prevention and that role is supported by the organization” [3]. A culture of safety is a mechanism that focuses on the safety and effective care of the patient. The term represents an organization that has adopted measures to decrease actual or potential adverse events. These measures may include transparency, employee involvement in practice decisions, emphasizing on safe behaviors and a reporting system that’s non-punitive, and focused on system failures [4]. Several studies showed a strong link between a safety culture, error reporting and decreasing adverse events [5,6]. Most of the studies on patient safety promote data collection, reporting, obtaining leadership and reducing blames [7].

Advocating patient safety

Ensuring patient safety is one of the most vital and challenging jobs in healthcare. World Health Organization (WHO) established the Information Technology for Patient Safety Expert Working Group to examine the role of Information Technology (IT) in improving patient safety in healthcare. The Federal Government, by the Patient Safety and Quality Improvement Act encouraged patient safety culture and created patient safety organizations (PSOs) that collect, combine and analyze private, confidential data, and information stated by health care providers. Analysis of patient safety events allows PSOs to recognize problems, and reduce or eliminate hazards and risks that affect patient safety [2]. Furthermore, most of the clinicians and health care providers worry from reporting patient safety events fearing these reports could be used against them. The Act solved these kinds of fears by providing legal regulations to protect the confidentiality of the reported information by the providers. Moreover, this Act restricted the use of this information in illegal and administrative purposes; penalties for violation of protection were included in this Act. The Act aimed to establish a network of patient safety databases to offer integrated, interactive and management that was evidence-based for PSOs, entities and health care providers [8].

An example of implementing a culture of safety is the Military Health System (MHS). MHS has been successful in improving the quality of healthcare and enhancing the safety of patients during the delivery of the health services [9]. The goal of improving patient safety by MHS was achieved through:

- Collecting good information and data for the patients that help in making clinical decisions
- Electronic reporting of medical results for fast retrieval of data and sharing with other physicians
- Computerized order entry system to reduce the illegibility problems
- Clinical support decision systems were used for drug prescription

At the government level, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulates food, drugs, medical devices and biological products for human use. The effectiveness of the FDA’s drug safety monitoring procedures was called into question after several approved drugs were shown to have serious side-effects. In September 2006, an IOM report commissioned by the FDA found that its drug safety system was limited by inadequate funding, insufficient regulatory authority, and a lack of oversight by experts free of pharmaceutical industry ties. In its concluding report, the IOM recommended healthcare professionals to strive to create a culture of safety, and to report medical errors without fear of retaliation.

The Joint Commission (JC) works continuously to improve the safety and quality of patient care through the provision of healthcare accreditation services to support performance improvement in facilities. Public reporting of preventable medical errors forces hospitals to account medical error numbers accurately and improve the quality
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of care being delivered [10]. Non-governmental PSOs are also involved in patient safety. Organizations like Leapfrog Group, Health Grades, National Patient Safety Foundation, American Hospital Association and US Pharmacopeia are collecting and defining the best practices from all over the country.

Medication errors

Medication error is defined as an inappropriate use of medication that will harm the patient. This error results from professional malpractice, healthcare products misuse, and inappropriate procedures or system usage. Furthermore, medication error can result from medication prescribing, drug labeling, packaging, distribution, and order communication [11].

Medication errors happen due to many reasons and cause adverse drug event (ADE) in some cases. These medication errors, most of the time, occur when there is complex dosing, and those drugs given in certain areas such as emergency, intensive care unit, and diagnostic departments are strongly linked with great chance to get ADE [12]. Researchers showed that there are 15 different types of medication errors including: missed use, wrong dose, wrong drug, wrong choice, wrong time, known allergy, wrong technique, wrong frequency, drug-drug interaction, wrong administration route, failure to act, extra dose, preparation errors insufficient monitoring and other types. Out of 130 medication errors caused by clinicians, the most common error was due to wrong dose, followed by wrong choice of medication. On the other hand, among 126 administration errors caused by nurses, the most common error was due to wrong dose, followed by wrong technique and wrong drug [10]. The most common type of medication errors results in death of the patients such as wrong dose (40.9%), wrong medication (16%) and wrong route of drug administration (9.5%) [13]. Another study showed that the worst type of ADE is strongly associated with drugs for cardiovascular, central nervous system and neoplastic diseases.

The five rights

An error can occur at any of the following steps of prescribing, transcribing, dispensing, administering drugs, and monitoring patient response that composes the complex multistep process in medication administration. Although many errors arise at the prescribing stage, some are captured by pharmacists, nurses, or other staff; yet, administration errors account for 26% to 32% of total medication errors [14]. Medication errors in healthcare settings can have severe consequences for patients who are given the wrong medication or dose, or who are given medication incorrectly. Regarded as the gold standard, and one of the fundamentals for safe medication practices, is the "five rights" concept [15]. It comprises: 1) Right patient where patient's identity is verified against the medication order ensuring that the correct patient is receiving the medication. In addition, verification by matching the patient's hospital wrist band against those on the medication order. 2) Right medication step involves verifying the medication before administration in which medication is confirmed three times: once when the medication is removed from the drug storage area, once before placing the medication on a patient's tray or medication cup, and again before giving the medication to the patient, 3) Right time to administer medications to the patient's at a specified time ordered by the physician, 4) Right dose is confirmed against the written medication order before being given while preparing the medication, when placing the medication in the patient’s medication cup, and again before giving the medication to the patient, and 5) Right Route to ensure the must the correct route of the medication – injection or intravenously through a vein — for delivering the ordered medication as advised by the physician [16].

Despite the fact that the "five rights" are practiced by the health care provider, problems and errors still occur [17]. The reason for that is lack of clear guidance to health care providers to ensure the safety of the drug; for example, when the pharmacist finds difficulty determining the right patient when the name of the patient or his ID information is not clear, or the physician's handwriting is illegible. Figure 1 lists a number of factors that facilitate the medical provider’s failure to achieve the goal of the "five rights".

Technologies and improvement of patient safety

Patient safety technology is defined as using practical and applied methods to deliver healthcare to the patients. Errors could be reduced using information technology by preventing medication errors and adverse events, enhancing effective response after adverse event, and reporting and providing feedback about the adverse events [18]. Patient safety technology can be categorized into four main groups [19]:

- Support the direct care of the patients
- Support the documentation
- Support the needs of patients and families
- Support the staffs who care for patients

Technology can be delivered at the bedside of the patient. Bedside monitoring of blood pressure, hemodynamics, cardiac rhythm and oxygenation are important methods to monitor patients in acute and critical situation. These types of bedside monitoring techniques provide quick, suitable and effective response, and intervention [20,21].

Bar coded medication administration (BCMA) systems in another example for use of technology in today's healthcare. The aim of designing BCMAs is to promote patient safety through incorporating the medication administration record of the patient, following and confirming the "five rights" methods, and guaranteeing that health care providers follow the equipment and medication guidelines [11].

| 1- Insufficient staff |
| 2- Medical services are not well designed |
| 3- Illegible handwriting |
| 4- Removing zeroes (e.g., .3 instead of 0.3) will lead to misinterpretation in prescribing the dose of the drug |
| 5- Unclear drug labeling |
| 6- Lack of double check system for certain drugs |

Figure 1: Factors affecting the five rights.
Recent studies confirmed that BCMA systems can reduce medication and administration errors [12]. Linear and 2D bar coded medication administration can be used by a nurse to verify the identity of the patient and the correct match with the prescribed medication [22].

Automated medication dispensing devises are becoming widely used and they are usually located beside nurses’ counters. These devices communicate with pharmacy computers and dispense medications by the pharmacy. Also, the use of robots in dispensing medication is seen at many medical centers. Smart intravenous infusion pumps can be programed to deliver the correct amount of IV drugs and are associated with drugs libraries and alerts. As an added benefit, the pumps are connected to the internet and can transmit data so events can be captured and investigated. Radio frequency identification (RFID) tags have been used in commercial stores for a while. They are now used in healthcare. The tags are read by a scanner with databases to identify objects with high accuracy. RFID are used to track patients and inventory.

Technological tools are not limited to medical facilities. Home electronic medication management system can be placed in the homes of elderly and disabled patients. These systems are connected to a medical provider and a pharmacy via the internet to monitor compliance with medications and to adjust medication dosage when necessary.

In conclusion, safe medical performance depends on the best available resources. To achieve a culture of safety, healthcare should reach a balance between doing the right things and producing desirable outcomes in reliable and efficient way. Combining both direct us how to “do the right things right”.
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